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Conference Report  
 

“Like much of the world, Canada is experiencing more frequent, extreme, and 

complicated wildland fire events1.” 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 Blueprint for Wildland Fire Science in Canada (2019-2029). Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Service, 

Northern Forestry Centre. http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/publications?id=39429  

http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/publications?id=39429
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1. Background 

In 2018 and 2017, British Columbia 

experienced two of the worst wildfire 

seasons in recent history, and climate 

conditions are conducive to more severe 

fire events forecast for the future. The 

drivers for the Northern Conference for 

Wildfire Resilience (NCWR), held in Burns 

Lake, BC on April 24-26, 2019, included 

the Abbott/Chapman report – Addressing 

the New Normal; the Provincial 

Government’s Action Plan to address the 

Abbott/Chapman Report; the fact we are 

entering into what Dr. Paul Hessburg 

describes as the ‘Era of Mega-Wildfires’; 

climate change and the need to adapt to the ‘No Normal’; and the very real need to shift our 

forest and fire management paradigms for the natural resource challenges facing us in the 21st 

century. This conference filled a need for a forum to address the wildfire resilience challenges 

facing us here in the North, as they relate to the health of our forests and communities.                 

 

It was within this setting that the Bulkley Valley Research Centre2,3 (BVRC) began a conversation 

with potential partners—Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resources Operations and Rural 

Development - Regional Operations and BC Wildfire Service—and identified the need to bring 

land and resource managers and leaders from all levels of government, First Nations, forest 

industry, consultants, scientists, and communities, and anyone affected by the 2018 wildfires               

together to strengthen partnerships, shift forest practices, use policy to incentivize actions, and 

introduce landscape-level planning concepts that consider our current state, the role of wildfire 

and future resilience. 
 

The result was a 3-day conference held in April 2019, where 150 participants met in Burns Lake, 

BC to engage in dialogue, learning, and adaptive actions. The working conference affirmed the 

forest and fire management challenges facing us, and the collective desire to shift paradigms 

                                                      
2 The Bulkley Valley Research Centre is a research and learning hub based in northwest BC and serving the entire 

province since 2002. The Research Centre supports research and learning related to the stewardship of our natural 
resources, the science to support natural resource management decisions, and acts as a hub to promote discussion, 
learning and adaptation to meet the natural resource challenges facing us in the 21st century.      
3The Research Centre does not advocate any particular view on resource management. Instead, the Centre seeks to 
encourage collaboration and partnerships between researchers, First Nations, all levels of governments, resource 
managers, industry, and community members to address the stewardship of our natural resources.      

“Fire will continue to occur in our forests, and we 

need to manage our forests understanding that 

fact... Our key focus in forest management requires 

a recognition that fire is a key disturbance agent, 

and therefore our management approaches need to 

prioritize ecosystem resiliency and sustainability. If 

we don’t make this shift in our forest management 

paradigm, this will happen again, and the impacts 

to our resource values, our communities, and our 

business will be greater than necessary.” 

 

~Jeff Mycock, Chief Forester West Fraser Mills Ltd., 

Abbott/Chapman Report 

 

http://bvcentre.ca/
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Figure 1. Photo of original Conference Storyboard Artwork created by Alana Petrella.  

and address our challenges to make our forests and communities more resilient to wildfire.  For 

reference, please visit the conference website at: 

https://northernwildfireresilience.wordpress.com/ 

 

1.1 Conference Audio Primer 

The Bulkley Valley Research Centre teamed up with Future Ecologies to produce a pre-

conference podcast. This audio primer features interviews with the conference keynote 

speakers, each representing one of the four conference themes: partnerships, practices, policy, 

and planning, to set the context for the conference. The podcast also sets the stage for 

conversations about the forest and fire management paradigm shifts required for forest and 

community resilience. If you haven’t had a chance to listen to it yet, we encourage you to click 

on the link above.  

 

1.2 Acknowledgements  

Thank you to the following the following conference sponsors, whose generous sponsorships 

have made this conference possible: BC's Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource 

Operations and Rural Development; BC's Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation, 

Forest Industry (including Canfor, West Fraser and Hampton), Community Forests (including 

Burns Lake Community Forest and Chinook Community Forest), Pinnacle Pellet, Shifting 

Mosaics Consulting, Northern Fire Works, and Eclipse Geomatics. 

A big thank you to the BVRC’s Conference Planning team, including our BVRC conference 

coordinators Nav Smith and Dawn Hanson, whose work has made this conference possible, and 

also to the following Research Centre’s Board of Directors who supported the planning and 

implementation of the conference: Irene Ronalds, Evelyn Hamilton, Adrian de Groot, and Kira 

Hoffman. Also, a big thank you to Alana Petrella for doing the amazing artwork on the 

conference storyboard, and to our amazing conference facilitators - Dorli Duffy and Neal 

McLoughlin, for their excellent facilitation over the three days. 

 

 

 

  

https://northernwildfireresilience.wordpress.com/
https://www.futureecologies.net/bvrc
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Figure 2. Map of the area impacted by fires in the Nadina Forest District area in 2017 and 2018, the focus 

of the conference impacts.   
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2. Conference Overview 

The Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience was designed as a working conference. While 

information and ideas were presented by keynote speakers and plenary panels, the agenda also 

ensured there was sufficient time for question and answer periods as well as working sessions. 

These working sessions gave participants an opportunity to reflect on their roles within 

management paradigms; identify opportunities to move beyond obstacles and act; explore new 

ideas; make new connections and build relationships; and, learn from each other. The active 

participation of conference attendees was crucial for the overall success of the conference.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Aerial image of the 2018 Alkali Lake Fire, which threatened the remote community of 

Telegraph Creek within Tahltan Nation Territory. Though major losses and destruction were 

sustained following the fire, impacts were contained to prevent injury or loss of life; and historic 

buildings were protected. We were honoured to have Chief Rick McLean from the Tahltan Band 

Council speak about Telegraph Creek Wildfires: Fire preparedness, response and recovery. 
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2.1  Conference Objectives  

The conference was designed to meet the following objectives: 

1. Set context: This is why we are here; this is how we got here.  

2. Generate energy: Launch a northern initiative to kick-start the forest and fire 

management paradigm shifts required for forest and community resilience. 

3. Create space and share information: Get together for discussion, learning, and 

commitment for next steps. 

4. Promote Engagement and Partnerships: Identify opportunities for collaborative 

action and partnerships across a diversity of groups. 

5. Share findings: Share findings with conference participants during and after the 

conference, and to residents and public in Nadina Forest District through the 

evening community session on Day 2. 

6. Next Steps: Conference participants feel equipped to take the next steps toward 

the paradigm shifts required.  

 

2.2  Conference Themes 

The conference was designed around four themes – partnerships, practices, policies, and 

planning — each with their own objectives.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Conference themes were placed inside the traditional ‘fire triangle’ to highlight the 

interconnectedness of the elements of fire, landscape, and community. 
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Theme I. Partnerships 

The foundational theme of the conference was partnerships. A collective response to the forest 

and community resilience challenges facing us requires strengthened partnerships and 

communication - an understanding of who the players involved are, what their roles are, and 

opportunities for strengthened partnerships as a basis for management paradigm shifts. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Photo showing the Partnership panel Question and Answer Period. 

 

      

 

  

We need to be at the table from the very beginning, from the 

decision making, during the implementation… integrating local 

and First Nations community members and their knowledge 

into the emergency management process. 

 

~ Chief Shxwetelemel-elhot Maureen Chapman, Hereditary 

Chief of the Sq’ewá:lxw First Nation in the Upper Fraser Valley 
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Theme II. Practices 

Building on partnerships, we presented the theme of practices. The objectives of this theme 

were to foster understanding of our shared responsibility in creating the challenges / problems 

facing us, and our shared responsibility for solving them. There is a need for transformative 

change and adaptation in areas of fuels and forest practices. With the help of keynote and 

panel speakers, we attempted to highlight awareness of examples of best practices and 

different practices in order to identify opportunities to reduce wildfire risks and improve forest 

and community resilience.  
 

 

 

Figure 6: Photo showing Practices panel Question and Answer Period. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A holistic, landscape view of this problem and transformative 

changes to wildfire and forest management are urgently needed 

to achieve forest and community resilience to contemporary and 

future wildfires.  

~Dr. Lori Daniels, Professor, Forest and Conservation Sciences, 

Faculty of Forestry, University of British Columbia 
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Theme III. Policy  

Next, we discussed the policy theme. The role of policy is integral to our practices and also has 

an influence on our partnerships. On our journey of shifting management paradigms, it is 

important to understand the complexity of the policy systems at all levels. We also sought to 

clarify how to use policy to incentivize or dis-incentivize the actions we would like to promote, 

and ultimately, leave all players with an understanding of what policy tools exist and how to use 

these tools to enable change, for forest and community resilience. 
 

 

 

  
                Figure 7: Photo showing Planning panel Question and Answer Period. 

 

 

 

 

  

When the ‘new normal’ is that there is ‘no normal’, making adaptive policy 

becomes everyone’s business. 

  

 ~Tony Pesklevits, Director of the Policy Secretariat for BC’s natural 

resource ministries 

 

Director of the Policy Secretariat for BC’s natural resource ministries 
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Theme IV. Planning  

Our final theme was planning…. LANDSCAPE-LEVEL planning. Stand-level forest and fire 

management planning is no longer appropriate to deal with the incredible natural resource 

challenges facing us...whether it be declining mid-term timber supply; threatened species such 

as caribou and goshawk; managing for multiple values on the landscape whose ecological 

baseline has been degraded; insect and pathogen epidemics affecting our forests; changing 

climate; out-dated provincial land-use plans; temperature-sensitive streams, hydrological 

processes; or wildfire risks to communities. We also need our natural resource management 

paradigm to take wildfire into account as a natural ecological process, as well as a management 

tool. Our intended conference outcome for the landscape-level planning theme is that the 

conference participants will better understand how everyone can be involved and collaborate 

in this new way of planning on a landscape-scale.  

 

 
Figure 8: Photo showing conference Facilitators Dorli Duffy and Neal Mcloughlin  

introducing the Planning Participant Exercise.  

 

It’s going to take all of us to solve it. We’re going to need all the tools. We 

don’t need to grieve over burned homes. It’s up to us.  

 

 ~Dr. Paul Hessburg, U.S Forest Service   
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2.3 Conference Participants 

The Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience drew over 150 participants, representing a variety of 

organizations, regions, and perspectives, including representatives from:  

 

Government 
● Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural 

Resources and Rural Operations 
● BC Wildfire Service      
● Regional District of Bulkley Nechako 
● Village of Burns Lake      
● Village of Telkwa  
● BC Timber Sales 
● Ministry of Transportation and 

Infrastructure 
● Ministry of Indigenous Relations and 

Reconciliation 
● Emergency Management BC 

● BC Forest Practices Board 
● Northern Health  

 

Academics/Scientists 
● BVRC associates 
● UNBC 
● UBC 

 

Industry  
● Forest companies/major licensees 
● Loggers/contractors  
● Forestry consultants 
● Wildfire contractors 
● Resource management consultants  

 

Non-Profit Organizations 
● Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions 
● BVRC 
● UBC 
 

 

 

Community Representatives  
● Burns Lake, Fraser Lake and South Side 

community members 
 

 

 

Figure 9: Photo showing roundtable discussions during one of the working sessions. 
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2.4 Reasons for Attending  

The timeliness of the Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience was evident in the reasons 

participants had for attending the event: 

 

● To gain a better understanding of Provincial initiatives relating to acquiring the social 

licence to alter landscape level fuels. In particular on areas where other land base values 

(e.g. recreation, visuals) have been deemed to be a local priority. 

● To learn about what is happening regarding fire in the north, to learn about the impacts 

and challenges of last year’s fires, and to understand solutions. 

● Engagement with relevant agencies, solid actionable plan at a community level, address 

communication issues between agencies and communities. To see tangibles of involving 

community assets before, during and after a fire event. 

● To learn about innovations in wildfire management, landscape level resiliency and 

community protection and to discuss the important role of Community Forests. 

● The opportunity to discuss wildfire response and recovery policy with other participants 

and network with other people in emergency management positions. 

● To learn what can we do to change some of our forest management techniques to 

better protect our forests from fire. 

● To network with land managers and stakeholders to strengthen a coordinated approach 

to addressing issues that affect us all. 

 

2.5 Conference Outcomes 

Conference Speakers 

We were very fortunate and honoured to have had an amazing line-up of keynote and panel 

speakers who joined us at the conference to speak, give presentations, participate in question 

and answer sessions, as well as mingle with the conference participants to share their 

knowledge and discuss ideas for change. The participant agenda outlines the conference 

speakers and topics (see Appendix 1 and the conference website4) for reference. Included 

below are pivotal quotes, photos and ideas from the outstanding presentations5 and panel 

sessions. 

 

 

                                                      
4 Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience website 
5 Unfortunately, we don’t have the space to include all of the profound ideas shared. 

https://northernwildfireresilience.wordpress.com/
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Figure 10: View of Conference Participants during presentation by Cameron Lewis, Provincial 

Government Executive Lead, Emergency Management Review – Progress update on the 

Abbott/Chapman Action Plan. 
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Figure 11: Slide from keynote presentation by Dr. Lori Daniels, 

Professor, Forest and Conservation Sciences, Faculty of 

Forestry UBC – Transformative changes to wildfire and forest 

management. 

 

Figure 12: graph from presentation by Tony Pesklevits, Director of the Policy Secretariat – Designing Policy 

for Disruption, showing the ‘Tipping Point’ (also known as the ‘Inflection Point’ or ‘Critical Mass’); the point 

where something is prevalent enough within our culture for it to grow a process or technology. In this 

context, perhaps the start of forest and fire management paradigm shifts? Or the growing awareness, use, 

and power of networked communities to increase resilience of our forests and communities? 
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Topic Areas Identified by Participants 

The final working session of 

the conference was open 

format. Participants were 

invited to share and lead a 

topic they were interested 

in exploring further. Other 

conference participants 

could self-select and join 

the conversation around the 

topic(s) they were most 

interested in. There were 

eleven group discussions 

that explored a variety of 

ideas and opportunities for 

collectively shifting the 

forest and fire management 

paradigms required for forest and community resilience in our changing climate. These topic 

areas for collective action are: 

1. Landscape planning for action: discuss pilot geographic scale and scope/content;       

2. Discussion on local/regional and public engagement to facilitate the political will to get 

good policy/practices going forward;       

3. Operational constraints to implementing wildfire risk mitigation treatments;  

4. Returning broadcast burns as a management tool. Obstacles and opportunities; 

5. Further our conversation on research /information needs especially with regards to the 

ecological dimensions of landscape resiliency; 

6. What's the current state of opportunities and obstacles for community forests in 

wildfire management and forest & community resilience; 

7. What knowledge and expertise do wildland firefighters bring to land scape solutions? 

What additional expertise might you develop in your profession? How would you like to 

contribute beyond suppression? 

8. Protecting natural old forest values on landscapes for ecological resilience; 

9. Post fire landscape rehab. What should we be doing differently? 

10. Planning from the value out. Coordinating efforts from home to community to the 

forest; 

11. From theory to practice. Let’s get it done! 

See Appendix 1 and Appendix 4 for more details and next steps for the topic areas. 

Figure 13: Photo of Conference Facilitator, Dorli Duffy, using the Pigeonhole 

App to organize the topic area discussion groups.  
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Final Conference Session: Key Messages and Commitments 

The final conference session included an opportunity to hear from a selection of local leaders 

and forest industry chief foresters on what they heard throughout the conference and what 

they will commit to following the conference. Here are some samples of what they heard:  

       

Here are some samples of what local leaders will commit to: 

1. Landscape-level planning process in the Lakes TSA to increase landscape wildfire 

resiliency.  

- Eamon O’Donoghue, Assistant Deputy Minister, North Area, Ministry of Forests, Lands, 

Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development;  

2. Continue working on partnerships at all levels, continue promoting public education, 

remove barriers where possible for the necessary work to proceed.  

- Diane MacKay, Fire Centre Manager, Northwest Fire Centre; 

3. Empower Village staff to integrate Fire Smart and Ecological Principles into Bylaws.  

- Dolores Funk, Mayor, Village of Burns Lake;  

4. Continual improvement is necessary.  

- Brad Layton, Mayor, VIllage of Telwa; 

5. Advocate for and support necessary changes. Get pilot labs underway. Use community 

forests as a vehicle where possible. Tackle the problem at the scale of the issue.  

- Jeff Mycock, Chief Forester BC, West Fraser Mills Ltd.; 

6. Re-introduce broadcast burning in a larger way on the landscape  

- Kalin Uhrich, Chief Forester, Canfor Corporation; 

“Partnerships and collaboration 
are THE way forward.” 

~ Diane MacKay, Fire Centre 
Manager, Northwest Fire Centre

“We know what to do. We have 
known for a long time...we all 
have a part to play. Take a risk 

and do.” 

~Dolores Funk ,Mayor, Village of 
Burns Lake 

“Have the courage to innovate.” 

~Kalin Urich, Chief Forester, 
Canfor Corporation

“Why haven’t things been done 
more quickly?” 

~Albert Gerow, Economic 
Development Officer, Burns Lake 

Band
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7. Work with community forests and other groups to address what needs to be done to 

protect communities. Research bioeconomy opportunities for dead wood. - Albert 

Gerow, Economic Development Officer, Burns Lake Band. 

 

 

Figure 14: Conference attendees sharing their knowledge and ideas during a coffee break.  

 

3. Summary 

The Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience was a profound gathering of land and resource 

managers, community leaders and members, and scientists, who came together for three days 

to understand and discuss our shared challenges, and shared opportunities for adaptation.  

      

The conference participants came to consensus on the need for a new approach to wildfire 

management. Conference participants identified specific topic areas to increase landscape 

wildfire resiliency. Additionally, select leaders made commitments related to partnerships, 

practices, policies, and planning to increase forest and community resilience to wildfire in a 

changing climate. 

      

In order to keep the collective discussions going and to ensure progress towards the topic areas 

and commitments, the BVRC proposed a collaborative endeavour to promote a collective shift 

in our forest and fire management paradigms through the Northern Wildfire Resilience 

Initiative (NWRI). The BVRC also proposed a follow-up conference in 6 months to discuss 
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actions planned and taken. At the time of preparation of this conference report, it is unclear 

who will lead the initiative, or if it will really take off. Regardless, many participants are bringing 

a wildfire and climate lens to the work they do, and applying new ideas and practices using the 

new connections made through the conference. These changes in practices, as well as 

strengthened partnerships, are required for transformation, adaptation, and resilience.  

 

Please visit the BVRC website6 for the Conference Proceedings, which include the audio primer 

podcast, speaker presentations, Conference Report, and link to the conference website. 

 

 
Figure 15. Photo from one of Dr. Paul Hessburg’s slides, illustrating the coniferous forest ingrowth in the 

Columbia Basin over 81 years  as a result of widespread fire suppression. 

  

                                                      
6 Bulkley Valley Research Centre website 

http://bvcentre.ca/
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4. Appendices 

Appendix 1. Conference Agenda 

 

 Day 1, Wednesday – April 24 

The Gathering Place, Burns Lake 

 
8:00  Registration Opens  (coffee, tea & goodies provided) 

8:30  Welcome Address and Opening Remarks 

9:00  Lead Facilitators’ Introduction & Ground Rules 

 Theme I: Partnerships 

9:20  Keynote: Chief Maureen Chapman, Sq'ewá:lxw First Nation 

Strengthening our partnerships: One Year After the Chapman/Abbott 

Report 

9:50  Cameron Lewis, Provincial Government Executive Lead 

Progress update on the Abbott/Chapman Action Plan 

 

10:30  Pause (coffee & goodies) 

11:00 Plenary Panel: Community Perspectives 

*Chief Corrina Leween, Cheslatta Carrier Nation - Perspective on 2018 

Wildfires 

*Clint Lambert, Regional District Bulkley Nechako Director Electoral 

Area "E" - Perspectives from the Southside on 2018 Wildfires 

*Chief Rick McLean, Tahltan Band Council - Telegraph Creek Wildfires: 

Fire preparedness, response and recovery 

Q&A 

  

12:30  Buffet lunch & networking 

13:30  
Partnership Presentations: Opportunities to improve synergies 

*Kalin Uhrich, Chief Forester Canfor Corporation: Response approaches 

and Synergy with BCWS and Industry 

14:00  Participant exercise: Opportunities for partnering and communicating 

for community and forest resilience 

 

16:00 Facilitators’ Report: What we heard 

 

16:30 Health Break 

 

18:30 

  

Dinner buffet and Evening Social 
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 Day 2, Thursday – April 25  

The Gathering Place, Burns Lake 

 
8:00  Doors open (coffee & tea provided) 

8:30  Welcome, summary of outcomes from Day 1 

 Theme II: Practices 

8:45  Keynote: Dr. Lori Daniels, UBC Forestry 

Transformative changes to wildfire and forest management  

9:20 Scientific Panel: Shifting practices in landscape-level fuel management  
-Dr. Sonja Leverkus: Landscape Ecologist, Wildland Fire Ecologist and 

Ecosystem Scientist for Shifting Mosaics Consulting - Incorporating 

Cultural Knowledge to Manage Fire-prone Ecosystems 

-Marie-Lou Lefrancois MSc RPF: Wildlife Resource Specialist North 

Area, BCTS Head Quarters - Sustainable Forest Management and 

Partial Cutting 

 

Q&A 

 

10:30 Pause (coffee & goodies) 

11:00 Participant exercise: Opportunities and actions to reduce landscape-

level wildfire risks 

 
12:00 

 

12:30 

Facilitators’ Report: What we heard 

 

Buffet Lunch & Networking 

 

 Theme III: Policies 

13:30 Keynote: Tony Pesklevits, Director of the Policy Secretariat  

Designing policy for disruption 

 

14:00  Plenary Panel: Disruptive policy and incentivizing utilization practices 

-Diane Nicholls, ADM and Chief Forester for Ministry of Forests, Lands, 

Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development - Policy for Forest 

Resilience 

-Jason Fisher, Vice President of Fibre for Pinnacle Renewable Energy 

Inc. - Viable solutions, wood waste, and the role of secondary users 

 

Q&A 

 

15:00 Pause  (coffee & goodies) 

15:30 Participant exercise: Policy tools and actions for resilience 
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16:15 Facilitators’ Report: What we heard 

 

16:15 Facilitators’ Report: What we heard 

 

16:30  Health Break 

 Evening Community Session: Resilience in the Nadina Forest 

District 
18:30  Doors open to the public 

Refreshments and treats available 

 

19:00 Welcome 

  

19:30  Regional Panel: Advancing resilience in the Nadina Forest District  

● BC Wildfire Service and MFLNRO&RD 

● How do Community Forests Contribute to Resilience? 

o Burns Lake Community Forest  

o Babine Lake Community Forest  

● Scientists speaking to Landscape level fire restoration 

 

  Moderated Q&A 

 

20:45 

 

21:00 

Closing remarks 

 

Doors closed 
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 Day 3, Friday – April 26 

The Gathering Place, Burns Lake 

 
8:00  Doors open (coffee & tea) 

8:15  Welcome, summary of outcomes from Day 2  

 Theme IV: Planning 

8:30  Keynote: Dr. Paul Hessburg, U.S. Forest Service 

Landscape-level planning in fire-prone forests 

 

9:15  Panel: Landscape-level Planning for Resilience in Northern BC 

-Jeff Mycock: Chief Forester BC for West Fraser Mills Ltd. - Forest 

Management Paradigm Shifts Required for Forest and Community 

Resilience 

-Kevin Kriese: Chair of the Forest Practices Board - Landscape-level Planning 

and Wildfire Hazard Abatement: Shovel Lake Fire Case Study 

 

Q&A  

10:00  Pause (coffee & goodies) 

10:30  Working Session: Pulling it all together. How do all these pieces come to 

bear on your work moving forward?  

12:00  

12:30 

Facilitators’ Report: What we heard 

 

Buffet Lunch & performance  

13:30  Capstone Plenary Panel: What have you heard, what will you commit to? 

- Northern Initiative Community Representatives 

14:30  Closing summary by Facilitators 

14:45 Closing remarks, Next steps 

15:00 Early departure 
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     Appendix 2. Desired Outcomes of Each Theme 

Partnerships: 

● Clarity about who the players are who work with communities and forests around fire 

● Clarity around opportunities and roles of various players to contribute to wildfire resilience 

● Clarity around tools different players have in their toolboxes, and their jurisdictions 

● Long term outcome: Path forward for improved partnerships and relationships (including 

communication protocols, defined roles and responsibilities and join training exercises)  

 

Practices: 

● Increased awareness of best or new practices, where people are doing things differently and 

who/what we can learn 

● Acknowledgement of the need for changing practices 

● Identification of opportunities and actions to reduce landscape-level wildfire risks 

● Identification of next steps to improve forest and community resilience through practices 

      

Policy: 

● Better understanding of how to use policy to incentivize or dis-incentive actions. 

● Better understanding of what policy tools exist and how to use them to enable change   

      

Planning: 

● Commitment to new ways of planning, e.g. on a landscape level.  

● Better understanding of how partnerships, practices, policy and planning principles link together 

for these key paradigm shifts required 
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     Appendix 3.  Northern Conference for Wildfire Resilience Participants            

      

List from participants who provided contact information to be shared.  
     

First 
Name Last Name Email Phone Number (if shared) First Name Last Name Email Phone Number 

Nick Aikins nicholas.aikins@gov.bc.ca        Julius Huhs julius.huhs@gov.bc.ca 250-550-2213 

Darrick Andrew dandrew@fness.bc.ca 250-377-7600  Shannon Irvine shannon.irvine@gov.bc.ca 250-847-6616 

Jay Baker jay.baker@silvicon.com   Frank Joe fjoe@fness.bc.ca 250-377-7600 

Shane Berg shane.berg@gov.bc.ca 250-828-4494  Brian Kolman brian.kolman@gov.bc.ca  

Agathe Bernard agathe.bernard@gov.bc.ca 250-692-2259  Kevin Kriese kevin.kriese@bcfpb.ca  

Lori Borth lori.borth@gov.bc.ca   Clint  Lambert clint.lambert@rdbn.bc.ca 250-251-6869 

Dave Brasier davidbrasier@capfor.ca 705-297-0801  Brad Layton mayor@telkwa.ca  

Sean Broadworth sean.broadworth@freegrowing.ca 
250-692-3443 
ext 21  Joanna Lee joanna.lee@gov.bc.ca  

Natasha Broznitsky natasha.broznitsky@gov.bc.ca   Marie-Lou Lefrancois marielou.lefrancois@gov.bc.ca  

Glen Buhr glen.buhr@gov.bc.ca   Monica Michell monica.michell@moricetown.ca 250-847-2133 

Brandi Burns brandi.burns@gov.bc.ca        Rodney Mitchell rodneymitchell8@gmail.com 778-210-0595 

Doug Bysouth dougbysouth@hamptonlumber.com  Daniella Oake daniellaoake@hamptonlumber.com 250-692-4603 
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Tan Calhoun tan.calhoun@westfraser.com        Eamon O'Donaghue eamon.odonoghue@gov.bc.ca 250-847-7495 

Kristy Ciruna kristine.ciruna@gov.bc.ca        Dakota O'Donovan dakota702@gmail.com  

Michelle Connolly michelle.connolly@unbc.ca 250-960-6378       Murphy Patrick murphy.patrick.sr@lakebabine.com 250-692-4793 

Jim D'Andrea jim.dandrea@gov.bc.ca   Andrew Peacosh andrew.peacosh@sinclar.com  

Lori Daniels lori.daniels@ubc.ca 604-822-3442  Anthony (Tony) Pesklevits anthony.pesklevits@gov.bc.ca       

John DeGagne john.degagne@gov.bc.ca   Nicholas Plett nicholas.plett@canfor.com  

Rick Dreise richard.dreise@gov.bc.ca   Les Priest lesdpriest@gmail.com 778-875-5418 

Pamela Dykstra pamela.dykstra@gov.bc.ca 250-509-1007  Andrea Rainey andrea.rainey@gov.bc.ca 778-693-3184 

Beth Eagles beth.eagles@gov.bc.ca 250-692-2228  John Rempel jgrempel@telus.net 250-692-3436 

Dean Elmore emc@xplornet.com 250-847-0726  Irene Ronalds ieronalds@gmail.com 250-847-1994 

Patrick  Ferguson patrick.ferguson@gov.bc.ca 250-842-7688  Tyler Ruel tyler.ruel@gmail.com  

Crystal Fisher president@blcomfor.com 250-692-6597  Raelyne Rumak raelyne.rumak@gov.bc.ca  

Mark Fisher mark.fisher@rdbn.bc.ca   Quentin Schmidt schmidt.quentin@gmail.com  

Lucy  Gagnon lucy.gagnon@moricetown.ca 250-847-2133  Robert Skin councillor2@stfn.ca  

Karl Garrett karl@pacifictimber.ca 250-692-6432  Doug Smith doug.j.smith@gov.bc.ca 778-693-2879 

Albert Gerow albertgerow@shaw.ca 250-812-5277  Carolyn Stevens carolyn.stevens@gov.bc.ca 250-614-6812 

Sandi Griffiths sandra.griffiths@gov.bc.ca 250-771-4511  Barbra Tom barbra.etom@lakebabine.com 250-692-4700 
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Kalen Gundersen kalen.gundersen@canfor.com        Reg Trapp reg.trapp@gov.bc.ca 250-395-7829 

Jennifer Gunter jgunter@bccfa.ca        Peter Tweedie peter@tyhee.ca  

Evelyn  Hamilton ehhamilton16@gmail.com 250-514-4887  Kalin  Uhrich kalin.uhrich@canfor.com  

Dana Hicks dana.hicks@gov.bc.ca 778-693-2777  Frank Varga frank.varga@blcomfor.com 250-692-0495 

Jennifer Hill jennifer.hill@freegrowing.ca 250-692-0135  Jeff Walsh jeff.walsh@gov.bc.ca 250-846-9851 

Ryan Holmes ryan.holmes@gov.bc.ca                 
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Appendix 4: Collective Actions for Improved Forest and Community Resilience 

These topics and actions were discussed during breakout sessions at the Northern Conference for 

Wildfire Resilience, and are topic areas that the participants feel are necessary to action for forest and 

community resilience of our communities in Northern BC. Meaningful financial commitments are much-

needed to implement the agreed-upon, collective local actions and to address the ongoing 

consequences of wildfires in Northern BC. The BVRC is in the process of connecting with the topic area 

leads to determine actions and financial commitments. 

1. Landscape-level planning for action: geographic scale, scope and content for Pilot. Led by Ryan 

Holmes, Director Regional Initiatives, Skeena Region, FLNRORD 

a. SUMMARY: Key provincial government officials announced a landscape-level planning 

pilot in the Lakes TSA that will involve all the key players and be based on updated 

scientific ecological paradigms.  

The pilot needs to be focused on multi-scale planning, utilizing the planning cells set out 

in the LRMP, and look at in from the community perspective. Multi-jurisdiction, 

including BC Parks may be necessary; taking a holistic approach.  

b. ACTIONS: Not identified.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

2. Planning from the value out. Coordinating efforts from home to community to the forest. Led 

by Mark Fisher, Director RDBN Electoral Area “A” 

a. SUMMARY: Need to coordinate between FireSmart, the home and infrastructure triage 

process, local government policy, and FNES.  

b. ACTIONS: Need to identify community champion and local government policy.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

3. Operational constraints to implementing wildfire risk mitigation treatments. Led by Julius 

Huhs, Land and Resource Coordinator, FLNRORD 

a. SUMMARY: 

1.      Uncertainty about project approval and timelines of when funding will become 

available make planning extremely difficult. Oftentimes notice that funding has been 

approved is given too late in the season, so that optimal operating windows (i.e. 

snowpack/frozen ground) cannot be realized the same year.  

2.      Availability of qualified contractors (layout/planning and equipment operators) to 

do the work is limited which causes additional delays. 

3.      Legislation is set up to regulate harvesting, but not for implementing landscape 

level fuel breaks. Constraints from the FPPR (i.e. VQOs, Landscape Level Biodiversity 

OGMAs etc.) and GAR Orders (i.e. Mule Deer Winter Range) can make project 

implementation very difficult. 

4.      A better market for timber below merchantability standards and secondary wood 

products is needed to make operations more economically viable. 
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b. ACTIONS:  

1. Concerns about timing of funding have to be brought up with funding sources (FES, 

CRI, LBIS). 

2.      Lists of local and regional qualified contractors should be established by FLNRORD 

and shared with interested parties to ensure existing contractors acquire sufficient 

amounts of work. New contractor capacity should be built by encouraging innovative 

harvesting techniques not only in wildfire risk mitigation projects, but also during daily 

operations of large licensees. Wildfire management should become a bigger part in 

natural resource related secondary education programs. 

3.      Advocate for change with local government representatives and provide 

constructive criticism suggesting reasonable changes to legislation. 

4.      Try to find innovative uses for fibre (fence posts, mulch for landscaping, 

composting facilities etc.) and advocate for government funding to support existing 

facilities and establishment of new capacity. Government has to provide incentives 

through appraisal allowances and regulating BC Hydro rates that are paid for bioenergy. 

At the time these rates are set too low by BC Hydro in order to fend of competition from 

bioenergy. 

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Continuing funding for programs like FES 

and CRI will be needed from Government. Government will also have to be willing to 

accept lower revenue due to changes in the appraisal system lowering stumpage rates 

on certain operations. Large licensees will also have to accept smaller profit margins in 

order to protect the rest of their THLB. 

 

4. Local, regional and public engagement to facilitate the political will to get good policies and 

practices going forward.  Led by Brad Layton, Director RDBN and Mayor Village of Telkwa 

a. SUMMARY: We are in a vacuum at the moment, when the Forest Practices Code was 

brought into effect, the fire was lost on the landscape. There is a need to educate 

regional district mayors and to campaign with mayors to move towards the 

engagement, policies and practices moving forward.   

b. ACTIONS: Begin with local government education.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

5. Broadcast burns as a management tool. Obstacles and opportunities. Led by Dean Elmore,  

 Mountain Man Wildfire Crews  6.  

a. SUMMARY: Broadcast burning used to be done often. There are a lot of people who 

want to be broadcast burning, but don’t have direct experience. There are many people 

out there with past experience, and we need to retain that knowledge. Could consider 

uniting the community by involving BCWS, First nations, licencees, etc., in the broadcast. 

Need to be able to increase the capacity for this work, BCWS could hold extension 

training seminars in the spring in fall; would also be great if the approval process was 

simplified and explained. Progress could be measured by public acceptance as it 

becomes more common.  
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b. ACTIONS: Not identified.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

7. Research needs for resilient landscapes. Led by Evelyn Hamilton, Research Ecologist and BVRC 

Board Member 

a. SUMMARY: Research to support a pilot project to develop wildfire resilient landscapes is 

needed. 

b. ACTIONS: 

1) Initiate a collaborative research program – linked in with Dr Hessburg’s lab. 

2) Determine pre fire suppression landscape composition and structure – i.e. what a 

resilient landscape looks like and how it functions. 

3) Determine effects of historical forest management practices (e.g. broadcast burning, 

removing hardwoods) on landscape flammability. 

4) Determine effects of fuel types on likelihood an area will burn in a wildfire.   

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Funding from BC government is needed 

to support this research.  

8. Developing and utilizing wildland fire-fighting expertise. What knowledge and expertise do 

wildland fire-fighters bring to landscape solutions? Led by Quentin Schmidt, Crew Member, 

Kamloops Fire Centre 

a. SUMMARY: Many firefighters are interested in doing proactive work at the local and 

landscape level, but capacity limits these opportunities. Would be great to create 

partnerships with other ministries, industry, local First Nations, etc.  

b. ACTIONS: Not identified.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

9. Protecting forest values on the landscape for ecological resilience. Led by Michelle Connolly, 

Program Manager Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions UNBC 

a. SUMMARY: 

i. We want resilient landscapes that contain old and young forests within the 
Natural Range of Variation (this is key).  

ii.  A more resilient land base means cutting less.  
iii. The timber supply is a constraint to ecological resilience, not the other way 

around. 
iv. Recognize the differences in ecological value between areas that have been 

industrially harvested in the past vs. forests that have developed naturally. 
b. ACTIONS: 

i.   Do not harvest OGMAs. 

ii. Maintain existing OGMAs.  

iii. Expand OGMAs into places where they protect important ecological values. 

iv. Protect natural (post-fire) early-seral deciduous forests (YGMAs?). 

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  
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10. Transition from theory to practice - Let’s Get it Done!  

a. SUMMARY: Should use community forests as a pilot to test practices.  

b. ACTIONS: Not identified. 

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  

 

11. Rehabilitation and recovery on the landscape post-fire. What should we be doing differently? 

Led by Jim D’Andrea, Resource Manager, Skeena Region Wildfire Suppression Rehabilitation  

a. SUMMARY: All folks at the table were willing and excited to explore if there are any new 

ways to change the way we have looked at rehabilitation and recovery.  It is also clear 

that opportunities for new ways to implement wildfire suppression rehabilitation is 

fairly limited but the link between these activities and landscape level recovery activities 

within a fire perimeter are definitely drawn and understood.  This will need increased 

communication and understanding that timelines may stretch to fully understand and 

listen to all parties interests on the landbase. 

b. ACTIONS: Start communicating around these possibilities.  This will take involvement 

from all parties to engage with the multiple focus levels – TSA, landscape, fire 

perimeter, and guard level. 

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: There were none from my group, 

everyone just committed to be part of the broader solution but there were not any 

direct actions taken away.  Now in saying this, I have taken the role as the Resource 

Manager for the Skeena Region Wildfire Suppression Rehabilitation and I can share that 

I have been doing everything listed above and that my ministry counterparts are sharing 

thoughts and plans.  However, this work will take time. 

 

12. What’s the current state of opportunities and obstacles for community forests in wildfire 

management and forest & community resilience? Led by Jennifer Gunter, Executive Director BC 

Community Forests Association 

a. SUMMARY: Community Forests, as area-based tenures often surrounding communities, 

are well-positioned to carry out wildfire mitigation treatments. 

b. ACTIONS: Not identified.  

c. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS & FROM WHOM: Not identified.  
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Appendix 5. Conference Attendees Recommended Resources  

 

● UDA Forest Service Active Fire Mapping Program:  https://fsapps.nwcg.gov/afm/ 

● Database 2020: http://www.db2020.net/ 

 

● CBC, More wildfire supports needed for isolated Indigenous communities:  

● https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/more-wildfire-supports-needed-for-

isolated-indigenous-communities-report-1.5109533?__vfz=medium%3Dsharebar 

 

● CBC Daybreak North, Conference aims to explore how northern B.C. communities can 

become 'wildfire resilient' https://www.cbc.ca/listen/live-radio/1-109-daybreak-

north/clip/15691572-conference-aims-to-explore-how-northern-b.c.-communities-can-

become-wildfire-resilient 

 

● Blueprint for Wildland Fire Science in Canada 2019-2029 www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/fire-

insects-disturbances/fire/21614    

 

● Natural Resources Canada, Canada’s Changing Climate Report: 

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/environment/impacts-adaptation/21177  

 

● BC Community Forest Expansion Proposal Update April 2019: 

http://bccfa.ca/community-forest-expansion-proposal-update-april-2019/  

 

● Burns Lake FireSmart Program contact: burnslake.firesmart@gmail.com   

 

● BC Wildfire Service, Wildfire Prevention: 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/wildfire-status/prevention  
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Appendix 6. Conference Sponsors  
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